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Glossary

**Article 3 commitments**: Emission objectives under the Kyoto Protocol. These quantitative commitments are listed in Annex B of the Protocol.

**Adjusted assigned amount**: a Party’s assigned amount, plus any acquisition and minus any transfers of AAUs that this Party has realised for a given commitment period. At the end of the commitment period, the Party’s emissions should be less than or equal to its adjusted assigned amount.

**Assigned amount**: emission objectives defined by the Kyoto Protocol for the commitment period 2008-2012.

**CDM**: Clean development mechanism. The CDM enables reductions generated in non-Annex I Parties to be used by Annex I Parties for the purpose of meeting their emission objectives under Article 3.

**CERs**: Certified emission reductions. Tradeable emission reductions generated by CDM projects undertaken in developing countries, to be certified in order to be transferable.

**Emission units**: assigned amount units (AAUs). Unit of international emission trading.

**ERUs**: Emission reduction units. Tradeable emission reductions generated by joint implementation projects.

**GHG**: greenhouse gases. Six gases targeted for reductions by the Kyoto Protocol.

**IET**: (international emissions trading) international greenhouse gas emissions trading among Parties with commitments listed in Annex B of the Kyoto Protocol.

**Issuer, issuing Party**: Party which allows a transfer of parts of its assigned amount to another Party.

**JI**: joint implementation. Mechanism established by the Kyoto Protocol allowing transfers of project-based emission reductions units among Parties with emission objectives under the Protocol.

**Kyoto Protocol**: Protocol under the UNFCCC which sets legally-binding greenhouse gas emission objectives for a number of Parties, and establishes international emissions trading.

**Liability rules**: Rules established to allocate responsibility in case a Party which has transferred parts of its assigned amount is found in non-compliance.

- **Buyer beware, buyer liability**: The buyer may not use all of the emission reductions acquired through trading if the issuing Party (seller) does not meet its emission objective.

- **Buyer + insurance**: Trading takes place under buyer beware; buyers must be insured when the acquire AAUs first issued by a Party.

- **Issuer beware, issuer liability**: The issuer of assigned amount units is entirely responsible for its transfers; buyers are assured that AAUs issued on the market are valid.
• **Issuer + tons in escrow**: Trading takes place under issuer beware. For each trade, a percentage of the total traded must be set aside, to cover the risk of default by the issuer. The tons set-aside could be certified emission reduction units from projects under the Clean Development Mechanism.

• **Issuer + annual retirement**: Trading takes place under issuer beware. At the end of every year, a Party must set aside an incremental quantity of AAUs either to cover its cumulative emissions, or a percentage of its assigned amount.

• **Issuer + permanent reserve**: Trading takes place under issuer beware. Parties must hold a share of their assigned amounts in a reserve, equal to five times the emission level of the Party’s last inventory, and are only allowed to trade the remainder.

• **Issuer + annual surplus trading (post verification)**: Parties are allowed to transfer AAUs every year, corresponding to reductions under their assigned amount for that year. Parties must announce the annual allocation of their assigned amounts to the UNFCCC Secretariat before 2008.

• **Shared liability**: In case of non-compliance by an issuing Party, the burden is shared among buyers and issuers, based on an agreed percentage.

• **Traffic light option**: As a default, Parties trade under issuer liability. In case a non-compliance problem is identified, transfers would go on under buyer beware. All trades may be stopped if the problem is not addressed.

“**Overselling**”: Situation where a Party does not hold enough AAUs to cover its emissions at the end of the commitment period and has issued and transferred AAUs. The Party has therefore “sold” more AAUs than it was entitled to.

**UNFCCC**: United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change.

**AAUs**: assigned amount units. Traded units under international emissions trading.
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1. Executive Summary

Context and objective of the paper

The Kyoto Protocol allows Parties with emission commitments to use international greenhouse gas emissions trading (IET) to fulfil these commitments. Emissions trading is a tool that could help reduce the overall cost of compliance by pursuing emission reductions where they are the cheapest. The Conference of the Parties shall define the relevant principles, modalities, rules and guidelines for emissions trading in particular for verification, reporting, and accountability for emissions trading (Article 17 of the Kyoto Protocol).

The issue of liability addressed in this paper can summarised by the following question: Can the buyer of assigned amount units (AAUs) use them for the purpose of its compliance if the Party which issued them turns out to be in non-compliance, i.e. if it “oversold” AAUs? This paper does not address the broader question of whether liability rules are the best means of mitigating the risk of “overselling” and non-compliance.

Without additional rules the Protocol implies that the responsibility of keeping emissions at or below a Party’s adjusted assigned amount rests entirely with the Party. Accordingly, a Party which turns out to be in non-compliance at the end of the period and had transferred AAUs that it needed for its own commitment would be held responsible: the buyer of AAUs could use these for its own compliance in all cases. Yet, this is open for debate: the Conference of the Parties at its Fourth session specifically includes liability and matters relating to accountability as elements of the so-called Buenos Aires plan of action.

Liability rules are being considered in order to:

- define clearly where the responsibility lies for a Party which is out of compliance at the end of the commitment period and has happened to transfer AAUs during the period; and in doing so,
- encourage Parties not to mis-use IET, i.e. not to sell AAUs that are not surplus to what they ultimately need to cover their emissions. Misuse of trading may bring it in disrepute and take away an important tool for cost-effective reductions in the future.

This paper asks: what are possible rules to determine where the responsibility lies when a Party “oversold” AAUs to another Party? How could these rules affect the behaviour of participants to an emission trading system (e.g. encourage compliance)? What are the pros and cons of each rule to allocate liability and its ramifications for other elements of the Protocol?

---

1 This applies overall, except for a clause under Article 6.4 on joint implementation projects, whereby credits transferred after an implementation issue has been raised may not be used for compliance.
Coverage and approach

The paper provides a technical assessment of the following liability rules for IET:

- issuer liability;
- buyer liability;
- hybrid systems: shared liability and the “traffic light” option;
- issuer liability + tons in escrow;
- issuer liability combined with different reserves (annual retirement, permanent reserve, and annual surplus trading);
- buyer + insurance.

These options are either based on issuer liability, buyer liability, or a combination of both. In short, issuer liability puts responsibility on the Party which has transferred parts of its assigned amount. Any AAUs issued on the market are therefore valid for use by the acquiring Parties; this would create a homogenous commodity. Issuer liability requires governments to monitor the validity of any transferred AAU, as they are responsible for ensuring that their emissions are less than or equal to their adjusted assigned amount at the end of the period. Issuer liability is likely to depend on the strength of the non-compliance regime that is agreed under Article 18 of the Kyoto Protocol and domestic enforcement mechanisms to encourage compliance.

Buyer liability, in case the issuer is in non-compliance, would result in the cancellation or devaluation of trades. Potential buyers would therefore be careful to acquire primarily from Parties which are most likely to meet their emission objectives. Different prices would emerge for AAUs, depending on the Party which issued them. A relatively high price would be paid for AAUs sold by Parties which appear to be able to comply with their emission objectives. Buyer liability, or buyer beware, puts pressure on governments to monitor the validity of the acquired AAUs: they would be held responsible for non-compliance if the emissions of the issuing Party exceed its adjusted assigned amount and the AAUs could not be fully used for compliance.

As the Protocol currently stands, Parties are responsible for ensuring that their emissions do not exceed their adjusted assigned amount at the end of the period, irrespective of whether they have participated in trading.

The different liability rules are assessed with the following criteria:

- environmental effectiveness;
- cost for participants;
- market confidence;
- institutional requirements and feasibility;
- participation of legal entities.

The liability rules identified in this paper are not ranked as this would involve making political judgements on the relative importance of these criteria.
Other elements governing the design of liability rules

The paper also points to the fact that other elements of the Protocol need to be taken into account when designing liability rules for international emission trading. These include:

- Eligibility criteria for participation (as buyer or seller) to international trading, which may reduce the risk of Parties engaging in transfers that turn out to be invalid at the end of the period. Compliance with Articles 5 and 7, and the establishment of a national registry to track trades (domestic and international) have been proposed by a majority of Annex I Parties as possible eligibility criteria.
- The review of transfers and acquisitions during Article 8 expert reviews. These reviews offer the possibility to identify any potential problems in, and factors influencing, the fulfilment of commitments. This could include potential problems caused by IET.
- Sanctions, if any, for failing to meet the eligibility requirements or rules for IET, or for trading AAUs that were not surplus. This issue could be discussed under the item on compliance-related issues of emission trading in the Buenos Aires Plan of Action;
- Decisions on a compliance regime under Article 18.
- Domestic legal requirements on entities for Parties which choose to make entities domestically responsible for their emissions. Such obligations have the potential to be significantly more stringent and enforceable than those that can be agreed internationally.

How these elements are tackled can reduce the risk of trades in AAUs that the issuing Party needed to cover its emissions. As liability rules are also being discussed to address this risk, their design will necessarily be affected by potential decisions on those elements.
2. Liability Rules in the Context of the Kyoto Protocol

2.1 Objective of the Paper

This paper lays out options for defining national responsibility for non-compliance with emissions targets when a non-complying Party has transferred AAUs. This is referred to as “liability” for non-compliance under international GHG emissions trading. Liability rules are in fact a way to define who would bear the risk if a Party has a shortfall at the end of the budget period and has transferred AAUs; they do not refer to “liability” in its legal sense.

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2.2 explains why liability rules are being considered; Section 2.3 offers a brief overview of the different liability rules covered in the paper; Section 2.4 presents how the risk of “overselling” is handled under other flexibility Articles of the Protocol; Section 2.5 considers other options to minimise the risk of “overselling” and Section 2.6 describes the criteria used for the assessment of liability rules. Section 3 provides an assessment of each rule in detail. Section 4 offers preliminary conclusions.

The paper is intended to stimulate discussion of liability under IET, and to do so in the context of other rules for IET. It provides an assessment of different options based on several criteria, without aiming to identify best options.

A full analysis of the effects of liability rules on overall trading activity and market stability would involve an assessment of what unfettered trading would be, and is beyond the scope of this paper. However, it is a potentially important element of the evaluation of liability rules. Also, a full assessment of the effect of liability rules on market stability and liquidity would require the development of alternative emission scenarios, which was not possible for this paper.

2.2 Why Develop Liability Rules

There are several examples of environmental goals implemented through “cap-and-trade” mechanisms, e.g. the SO2 allowance trading program in the United States, fisheries in New-Zealand. Participants to these trading systems are often very decentralised. However, most of these domestic systems rely on a strict legal framework, financial penalties, and appropriate monitoring of emissions and trades. Establishing an international emissions trading system under the Kyoto Protocol will be different because:

- experience shows that the strong compliance elements of domestic systems are difficult to reproduce internationally;\(^2\)
- obtaining national information on emissions and removal of greenhouse gases covered by the Kyoto Protocol is more difficult and time-consuming at the national level than plant-level. This is due to the large possible number of different GHG sources and sinks. The national inventory defines compliance by Parties with Article 3 commitments, and indicates what they would need to acquire from, or be able to transfer to, other Parties through the international GHG emission trading system.

Non-compliance with Article 3 commitments can be caused by many factors, e.g. lack of appropriate domestic mitigation action, mistakes in emission inventories. With respect to IET,

every traded AAU allows the buying Party to increase its emissions beyond its initial assigned amount set out in the Kyoto Protocol. If selling Parties had emitted more than their adjusted assigned amount, then IET could lead to Annex I Parties failing to meet their collective commitment, either unintentionally or through deliberate action by some Parties. Of course, Annex I Parties could also fail to meet their commitment in the absence of trading if individual Parties’ emissions exceed their targets.

IET could lead to, or worsen, non-compliance for two sets of reasons:

- data-related: i.e., emission projections for the commitment period could be inadequate, and inventory data not timely, whereas it ultimately determines whether a Party, in aggregate, need to acquire units or has units available to transfer;
- financially-related: i.e., trading may create perverse incentives to over-sell AAUs for financial reasons.

Let us look at these problems in turn.

It is generally understood that IET will take place during the whole of the first commitment period and not only at the end, when inventory data would be available for the whole period. Trading over the whole period would enable full cost-minimisation through a liquid market. In fact, emission trading could start even prior to the start of the first commitment period, based on forward or futures transactions. However, Parties cannot predict their emission levels with full certainty for the commitment period: they would not exactly know how much they need to acquire from or can sell to the market.

A second issue relates to the timing of GHG inventory data: a Party believing it is on track to over-comply with its commitment may transfer too many AAUs. But it could only be found to be in non-compliance once it has submitted its final inventory and the review of compliance with Article 3 has taken place, probably in 2014. Parties may want to take some steps themselves to manage the risks associated with data uncertainty and inventory time-lags. For instance, it has been suggested that trading could take place on the basis of the annual surplus in Parties’ emissions, precisely to avoid trading non-surplus AAUs. This and similar options are discussed further under “issuer + reserve” below.

Third, selling AAUs is a potentially large source of revenue. There could be a financial incentive to sell assigned amount units which could put a Party in non-compliance. This is an important issue, especially if no financial penalty or other strong non-compliance measure is applied to discourage Parties from exceeding their targets. Making domestic entities responsible for their emissions and implementing domestic enforcement frameworks could minimise this risk and enhance the international compliance process.

---


4 This problem can become particularly serious at the end of the commitment period, when Parties which are not in a position to comply without acquiring assigned amounts will want to buy, while issuers would not necessarily know how much they can sell. A short trading period for adjustment after the end of the commitment period and once 2012 inventories are completed is sometimes advanced as a possible solution to this problem. Improving short-range projections of emission inventories could also help Parties minimise the problem of incomplete inventory information, as would reducing the delay between the year in which emissions occur and the reporting of the inventory for that year.


6 Switzerland, submission for the 10th sessions of the Subsidiary Bodies of the UNFCCC (1999).
No liability rule can completely eliminate the risk of a Party “over-selling”, although it could encourage buyers and sellers to minimise it. The definition of responsibility for transfers by a Party in non-compliance is therefore an integral part of whatever system is to be set up to address non-compliance under the Protocol.

Because of the above risks, participants to IET should know in advance where the responsibility lays whenever a Party has sold AAUs that turn out not to be surplus to its assigned amount. The responsibility for such “overselling” could fall on the issuer of assigned amounts (AAUs), the buyer, or both. The issuer is the Party which decides to issue AAUs and to transfer them to another Party. The buyer is the Party which acquires these AAUs. For tracking purposes, AAUs would bear the issuing Party’s name, and other necessary information.

Parties have identified liability as one element of their work on the Kyoto mechanisms under the Buenos Aires Plan of Action. At present, the Protocol assumes that the issuer is responsible for the transfer of parts of its assigned amount, as whatever is transferred is automatically added to the buyer’s assigned amount, and subtracted from the issuer’s (Art. 3.10 and 3.11). The default rule is therefore “issuer beware”, or issuer liability. But the Protocol remains silent on what would happen if the transferring Party is in non-compliance at the end of the commitment period.

The next section gives an overview of some of the options that have been advanced to address liability under IET.

2.3 Overview of Various Liability Rules

This section summarises the various liability rules discussed in Section 3. This paper presents a complete set of elements that could be combined into other liability rules: issuer responsibility or buyer responsibility; hybrid systems, combining buyer and issuer liability; additional mechanisms to simple liability rules; and several types of reserves to minimise the risk of “overselling”.

2.3.1 Main Options: Issuer and Buyer Beware

The rule defined as “issuer beware” is when the issuer (seller) is responsible for its transfers of AAUs if it is in non-compliance later on. This is similar to the responsibility falling on the producer of a manufactured good if the delivered good does not correspond to its description in the contract between the buyer and the producer. It is the seller’s responsibility to replace the good or to face whatever legal action is contained in the contract in case of default.

Under the “buyer beware” rule, the buyer is not sure about the ultimate value of its acquisition, not unlike a buyer of stocks or currencies, which will face a financial loss if the value of the acquired stocks decreases in the future, or if the currency is devalued. Under buyer beware, the buyer would not be able to fully use acquired AAUs for compliance if the issuing Party has not met its emission objective.

“Issuer Beware”
- The issuer of AAUs is entirely liable for transferred AAUs in case of non-compliance with its Article 3 commitment.
- Buyers are assured that all AAUs issued on the market can be used to comply with their Article 3 commitments.
“Buyer Beware”
- The ability to use acquired AAUs for compliance depends on compliance by the issuing Party.
- In case of non-compliance by the issuing Party at the end of the commitment period, some or all of the transfers of its AAUs are invalidated to put the issuing Party back into compliance.
- The market determines the price of AAUs based on the issuing Party’s situation towards compliance. It encourages issuing Parties to demonstrate compliance early.

2.3.2 Combinations

“Shared Liability”
- In case of non-compliance by the issuer, the burden is shared between the buyer and the issuer, based on an agreed percentage.

“Double Liability: Issuer and Buyer”
- In case of non-compliance, the issuer is responsible for not holding enough AAUs to match its emissions (issuer beware).
- In addition, a portion of the transfers AAUs from the defaulting Party are also invalidated, as under buyer beware.
- Double liability augments artificially the quantity of AAUs that buyers and sellers “owe” to the system.

“Traffic Light Option”
- As a default, Parties trade under issuer liability (green light). The default could change if non-compliance problems are identified.
- Buyer liability applies to a Party if a non-compliance problem is identified (yellow light).
- A red light (Party prohibited from transferring AAUs) is turned on if the non-compliance problem is not addressed.
- This option requires definitions of indicators and procedures to trigger yellow / red lights, and possibly more frequent expert reviews for Parties with a non-compliance problem.

2.3.3 “Issuer +” and “Buyer +”

“Issuer + Tons in Escrow”
- For each trade, a percentage of the total traded must be set aside, to cover the risk of default by the issuer.
- If the issuer has oversold, the set-aside tons are used to offset the surplus.
- Ideally, the set-aside tons must be certified emission reduction units.

“Issuer + Annual Retirement”
- At the end of every year, a Party must set aside an incremental quantity of AAUs either to cover its cumulative emissions, or a percentage of its annual assigned amount. This would guarantee that Parties hold enough AAUs to cover their past emission level.
- It is allowed to trade the remaining of its assigned amount under issuer beware.
- Non-compliance with the reserve will prohibit the Party from selling AAUs until the reserve has been restored.

---

7 The Protocol does not define annual assigned amounts. What is meant here is one fifth of a Party’s assigned amount, supposed to represent on average its annual emissions over the commitment period.
“Issuer + Permanent Reserve”
- A limit is imposed on transfers by Parties:
  1. Each Party must hold permanently a reserve expressed as a share of its total assigned amount. It is allowed to transfer the rest.
  2. The reserve is based on the Party’s last inventory: it is equal to five times the emission level of the last inventory.
- A Party without enough AAUs in reserve would not be allowed to transfer AAUs.

“Annual Surplus Trading (post verification)”
- Parties wishing to trade must define an allocation of their assigned amount for every year of the commitment period.
- The UNFCCC Secretariat would issue certified tradeable AAUs to Parties whose cumulative assigned amount allocation from 2008 through the given year is above its cumulative emissions for the same period.
- All certified AAUs are valid for compliance by buying Parties, regardless of whether the seller is in compliance at the end of the commitment period or not.

“Buyer + Insurance”
- Buyers acquire AAUs under buyer beware.
- Buyers must be insured when they acquire AAUs first issued by a Party. The insurance aims to cover the buyer in case of non-compliance by the issuer.
- Issuers have an incentive to demonstrate compliance to lower the insurance premium applied to their AAUs, and maximise revenues from the sale.

2.4 Liability under Articles 4, 6 and 12
Before turning to liability for IET, it is useful to study how liability is addressed for the transfer mechanisms under the Kyoto Protocol. The Kyoto Protocol introduces 3 other mechanisms for international co-operation towards compliance with Article 3 commitments:

- Article 4, by which several Parties can share and re-allocate the sum of their assigned amounts. This “bubble” can be seen as a form of international trading ex ante; it does not offer any flexibility once agreed;
- Article 6 on project-based emission reduction units for joint implementation among Annex I Parties or their legal entities;
- Article 12 on a clean development mechanism, which introduces crediting of emission reductions achieved in non-Annex I Parties, through sustainable development projects.

Article 4 specifies that in case Parties which have agreed to jointly fulfil their commitments do not meet their common objective each Party will be held responsible against its new assigned amount under Article 4. For instance, if Party 1 has agreed to reduce its assigned amount by 20 MtC under Article 4, for the benefit of Party 2, it will be held responsible against this new assigned amount in case the collective emission goal is not met. Party 1, the “issuer” of these 20 MtC is therefore responsible for its reduced assigned amount once it has transferred AAUs to another Party. In addition, Article 4.6 also sets a collective responsibility for Parties which have engaged in such an agreement together with a regional economic integration organisation.

Article 6 on joint implementation projects within Annex I does not directly address liability, beyond the language of Article 3 (3.10 and 3.11). In fact, Article 3 makes no distinction between AAUs acquired under emission trading and ERUs acquired under joint implementation, as far as their contribution to the emission goals is concerned. However,
Article 6.4 a buyer may not use acquired ERUs if a compliance problem is identified under JI, suggesting a form of buyer liability.\(^8\)

Article 12 does not address the responsibility of each party if a project is found not to have delivered the expected reductions. It is not explicitly stated that certified emission reductions (CERs) would only be credited once certified. However, most commentators are stressing the need for certification after emission reductions have occurred. The purpose of certification, presumably, is to guarantee that reductions are real and surplus from the project baseline, and therefore good for crediting by the (Party of the) buyer against its emissions. Under that assumption, all CERs would be valid for compliance: liability is a non-issue. If reductions can be certified before they have been achieved, and re-assessed ex-post, then there is a possibility that CERs used for compliance would turn out not to be valid (i.e., the reductions envisaged when the CERs were issued did not come to fruition). Contractual clauses may define each party’s responsibility in such a situation. However, since non-Annex I Parties do not have emission commitments under the Kyoto Protocol and would therefore not be subject to non-compliance measures under Article 18 in case of non-compliance with Article 3. This discussion may therefore have little bearing on liability for IET and joint implementation, given the (emerging) preference for ex-post certification.

In brief, there is no unique approach to liability in the other Kyoto mechanisms:

- In the case of bubble agreements under Article 4, issuing Parties are liable for the transfers of their AAUs in case of non-compliance by the bubble. In addition, if one Party fails to meet its commitment without putting the bubble in non-compliance, the bubble implicitly shares the burden of having to offset the Party’s surplus emissions.
- Article 6 introduces a form of (temporary) buyer liability, until a compliance problem with Article 6, if identified, is resolved. The effectiveness of this clause is very much dependent on the type of liability regime adopted under IET.

### 2.5 How to Minimise the Risk of “Over-selling”

Other elements of the Kyoto Protocol and IET need to be considered alongside the liability issue, as they could reduce the risk of “overselling”. These include criteria for participation to IET (eligibility), and domestic requirements for participation; the regime to handle non-compliance with Article 3 commitments under Article 18, possibly including sanctions for “overselling”. How the Protocol will handle these questions will determine how much should be asked from liability rules.

#### 2.5.1 Eligibility criteria

Eligibility criteria for participation to IET mentioned by different Annex I Parties include:

- compliance with Articles 5 and 7 of the Kyoto Protocol (and Article 12 of the Convention);
- a national registry, accounting and tracking AAUs held or traded by the Party and/or its legal entities;
- the adoption and ratification of a compliance regime under Article 18;
- compliance with the rules of the emission trading system.

\(^8\) Note that this rule may not be effective: if the emissions trading regime were to operate under “issuer beware”, a host country could transfer AAUs corresponding to the ERUs amount that the buyer refuses to acquire under “buyer beware” as a result of Article 6.4.
Eligibility criteria could help minimise the risk of “overselling” in a number of ways. They could deny the right to participate in the system (and to issue AAUs) to Parties which do not have a proper monitoring system or do not adequately report their GHG emissions and the necessary supplementary information under Articles 5 and 7. The expert review process could be used to determine whether Annex I Parties are in compliance with these eligibility criteria.9

Whenever a Party has devolved parts of its assigned amount to domestic entities, a national registry would enable the Party to track trades by these entities. However, a reconciliation between the devolved amount and actual emissions would be necessary: entities would have to “retire” AAUs back to the Party for domestic compliance, i.e., to match their emission level. Until a reconciliation has taken place, it is not possible for the Party to gauge entities’ compliance and the quantity of AAUs available for overall Party compliance. Governments may choose to conduct this domestic reconciliation on an annual basis. This would give a Party more information as to whether it was, in aggregate, on track to meet its target, and help avoid transferring AAUs if it was not.10

Parties which decide to devolve parts of assigned amounts to legal entities could also be required to establish a domestic enforcement procedure (e.g. penalties) to ensure compliance by these entities. Indeed, strong enforcement is more easily implemented, and likely to be more effective, at the domestic than international level.

Another important element of eligibility criteria, potentially linked to national registries, is the supplementary information that Parties need to provide annually under Article 7 “for the purposes of ensuring compliance with Article 3 ...” (Article 7.1). This information is likely to include international transfers of AAUs to and from the Party through IET, joint implementation and the acquisition of CERs from the CDM. It may therefore be possible, to a limited extent, to make a preliminary assessment of progress towards compliance as inventories and net trading data are reported during the commitment period.11 This information, if it revealed potential non-compliance of a Party, may put some moral pressure not to buy from the Party.

2.5.2 Article 8: Expert Reviews

The Kyoto Protocol allows for expert reviews of information provided to ensure compliance with emission targets. Such review gives an opportunity to identify possible problems in the implementation of Article 3 commitments, including the possibility of “overselling”. It could also be used to check whether Annex I Parties meet the eligibility criteria for participation to emission trading.12

If the expert review were to show that a Party’s emission levels are much higher than its assigned amount and that it had transferred AAUs, the COP/MOP may take some action to minimise the risk of further “overselling” by that Party. At present, the Protocol does not...

---


10 A Party may have devolved a portion of its assigned amount to legal entities and have a domestic monitoring and compliance system in place to assure that they meet their target. It still may not comply if emissions from other sources outside the domestic trading system are not appropriately managed and covered by assigned amount held by the Party. The Party as a whole may have transferred AAUs through its entities and not be in compliance, in spite of stringent domestic emission trading requirements, if policies and measures in the non-trading sectors are not effective in managing emissions.

11 However, this would not be the case for those Parties with large and unpredictable annual fluctuations in emissions.

speak to that issue, but some reaction by Parties could be expected in such circumstances. For instance, some Parties have suggested that any AAUs transferred after an implementation question has been raised could be invalidated if the issuing Party is found in non-compliance later on.

Expert reviews could therefore be used in a number of ways to limit the risk of “overselling” at the end of the budget period. A few of the options for liability rules described below would probably rely on Article 8 reviews for their implementation.

**2.5.3 Sanctions for “overselling” of AAUs**

Under the rules governing international emission trading, Parties may consider specific sanctions to discourage “overselling”. A Party could be suspended from trading (e.g. the right to transfer\(^{13}\), or the right to transfer and acquire\(^{14}\) ) in a subsequent commitment period.

The major problem with sanctions for invalid trading is their political acceptability. Is there indeed any particular justification for sanctions applying only to non-complying Parties which have transferred AAUs, as opposed to all Parties which do not meet their emission targets? One can argue that a Party out of compliance by an amount that is less than what it has transferred would have met its emission objective if it had not traded. In addition the acquiring Party would not have been able to increase its emissions; it may have difficulties to meet its next period’s objectives as a result. This would argue in favour of sanctions linked to “overselling”. Other non-compliance measures would be addressed under Article 18 of the Kyoto Protocol.

Another contentious question is whether trading has caused non-compliance, or if it was caused by policies and measures in the non-trading sectors that turn out less effective than expected. Would sanctions for overselling be judged applicable in such cases, or would other non-compliance measures under Article 18 be more appropriate?

The purpose of this paper is not to discuss the whole set of rules for international GHG emission trading, but simply those that would allocate the risk among buyers and sellers. Nevertheless, the possibility of sanctions for “overselling” or non-compliance with trading rules could also encourage Parties to comply, both through prudent management of their emissions and through the use of trading.

**2.6 Framework for the Assessment of Liability Options**

We assess possible liability rules for international GHG emissions trading from five different angles:

- environmental effectiveness;
- cost to participants;
- market confidence;
- institutional requirements and feasibility; and
- participation by legal entities.

---

\(^{13}\) FCCC/SB/1998/MISC.1/Add.1/Rev.1

\(^{14}\) FCCC/SB/1998/MISC.1/Add.1/Rev.1 & FCCC/SB/1998/MISC.1/Add.3
2.6.1 Environmental Effectiveness

International GHG trades could lead to an increase in overall emissions by Annex I Parties if a Party’s emissions after the trade are above the Party’s adjusted assigned amount. Such “overselling” may occur as the result of:

- deliberate intent to make a financial profit;
- lack of proper domestic monitoring of sources, including those authorised to trade on the international market;
- a “honest” mistake in GHG inventories;
- incorrect projections of future emission levels during the commitment period;
- “force majeure”, such as extreme weather, etc.

How could liability rules prevent or reduce the likelihood of overselling of AAUs?

2.6.2 Cost for Participants

Emissions trading is meant to improve the economic efficiency of actions to meet a given environmental objective. In order to deliver its full economic efficiency, transactions costs for emission trading must be kept to a minimum. The question is whether or not liability rules add significantly to the cost of trades and deter participants from conducting certain trades as a result. If liability rules create an unnecessary barrier to trading, and add to the cost of a transaction, it would represent a loss in economic efficiency. The rules could increase both the aggregate costs of compliance and the costs for individual participants.

Transaction costs can be defined as all increments to the price of the acquired commodity. Of most relevance for the assessment of transaction costs related to liability rules are the following:\(^\text{15}\)

- search costs, if all traded AAUs are not equivalent and some help is required to acquire AAUs of better quality;
- insurance costs, as some rules (buyer + insurance, issuer + escrow) require some form of insurance coverage for the transaction. Maintaining a reserve of AAUs is another form of insurance;
- non-compliance costs, which can be borne either by the buyer or/and by the issuer, depending on the rule. Such cost can either be defined by Article 18 of the Kyoto Protocol, or by a specific clause in the definition of the trading regime; and
- approval costs, if governments wish to apply a stringent control on transfers and acquisitions of AAUs, as Parties, not entities, are responsible for compliance.

This paper specifies below whether costs are borne by buyers and/or sellers, although there is an equivalent loss of economic efficiency (less gains from trading) either way.

2.6.3 Market Confidence

Parties and legal entities, if authorised to trade, will only do so if they have a reasonable degree of certainty about the validity of acquired AAUs for compliance, and if they are confident that the market will be able to provide AAUs when needed.

\(^{15}\) See OECD (1997), page 38.
The validity of acquired AAUs would depend on the chosen liability rule for international emission trading. Some would guarantee the value of AAUs for Article 3 compliance, but not necessarily their environmental value. Others would increase the certainty of buyers vis-à-vis the environmental value of AAUs through information on the environmental performance of the issuer.

We inquire whether the choice of a particular liability rule would affect participants’ confidence in the validity of traded AAUs for compliance.¹⁶ Some liability rules could also undermine market confidence if they restrict access to trading during the commitment period and prevent cost-effective actions from being undertaken.

There is a broader question related to the market of AAUs, which is not fully covered in this paper: Would a given liability rule provide for a more stable market, where participants can form reasonable expectations about supply and demand as well as prices, or is the rule likely to disturb the market? We can give intuitive answers to the question, but these remain tentative as we cannot predict how the GHG emission trading system might develop.¹⁷

### 2.6.4 Legal Entities

Legal entities may be the main participants to IET, if they are authorised to trade. Their motivation to participate, but also their sensitivity to various trading rules, may be different from those of governments. For instance, a company would know exactly what its marginal cost of reduction is, and would conduct more efficient transactions than a government which does not have access to this information for the country as a whole. On the legal side, the private sector and other entities may be subject to much more stringent non-compliance rules under a domestic regime than those faced by Parties at the international level. It is therefore worthwhile asking how legal entities, as opposed to governments, would be affected by various liability rules.

### 2.6.5 Institutional Requirements and Feasibility

Liability rules discussed in this paper are based on some monitoring of international transfers of AAUs either before or after they have taken place. In addition to measures under Articles 5, 7 and 8 of the Kyoto Protocol, liability rules could require Parties to establish procedures to:

- assess compliance with certain elements of the rule (e.g. a domestic reserve of AAUs, domestic monitoring or registration of international trades, tons set aside, escrow accounts, insurance contracts, etc.);
- monitor international trades and/or transfers of assigned amounts to prevent illegal trading practices;
- provide information on GHG trades and on the adjusted assigned amount of Parties in a timely manner;
- take action to intervene in the market, such as restricting the right to transfer AAUs under certain circumstances, to be defined in advance.

¹⁶ This is a different question from: do the traded AAUs represent surplus reductions for the Party that issued them? In this section we are only concerned with the value of AAUs with respect to compliance with Article 3.

¹⁷ Would international trading be limited, as Parties have little to transfer, or would it be very active with a high number of intermediaries, hedging tools and speculative activity? Would the emission paths be fairly predictable, or will they create great price uncertainty?...
Some of these review tasks may be undertaken by private entities. In some cases, Parties themselves through COP/MOP may need to provide this institutional framework. The workability and effectiveness of certain liability rules may depend heavily on the availability of timely information on Parties GHG inventories, on the trades resulting in a change in assigned amount, etc.\textsuperscript{18} Without such information, certain liability rules may not be feasible. The effectiveness of some rules would also depend on the time it would take for the process to arrive at a decision to intervene in the market and for the intervention to then be carried out. Other liability rules would rely more on non-compliance measures under Article 18 of the Protocol.

The feasibility of the liability rules is discussed from the viewpoint of their specific requirements.

\textsuperscript{18} Corfee-Morlot (1998) presents the possible timing of various elements of the monitoring, reporting and review mechanisms under the Kyoto Protocol.
3. Description and Assessment of Liability Rules under International Emissions Trading

3.1 “Issuer Beware”

For the purpose of this paper, we start from a simple situation with one issuer, that is a Party which transfers parts of its assigned amount, and one buyer. The issuer falls into non-compliance because its emissions in the period are higher than its assigned amount as adjusted by Article 3 (including sinks, trading, joint implementation and the clean development mechanism). In this case, the issuer sold 10 AAUs, or units, without having achieved the necessary reductions in the commitment period.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Issuer (seller)</th>
<th>Buyer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Assigned amount</td>
<td>Assigned amount</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales</td>
<td>Acquisitions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted assigned amt.</td>
<td>Adjusted assigned amt.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emissions</td>
<td>Emissions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-compliance by 10 units</td>
<td>Compliance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Under **issuer liability**, the issuer is responsible for having sold units that did not correspond to its emissions level at the end of the commitment period. Its adjusted assigned amount (AAA), after transfers, is lower than its actual emission level. The issuer is in non-compliance by 10 units. The buyer has acquired enough AAUs to cover emissions and is therefore in compliance. The question of how to deal with “overselling” would be handled under the broader problem of the issuer’s non-compliance with its Article 3 commitment, under Article 18.

One advantage of putting responsibility for trading on the issuer of AAUs is that buyers need not worry about the validity of the acquired AAUs for the purpose of their own compliance. Under issuer liability, any acquired AAUs could be used for compliance by the buyer. Acquiring AAUs from the market would be risk-free, whatever the compliance situation of the issuer is at the end of the commitment period. Legal entities would acquire AAUs with the assurance that these can be used for compliance with domestic goals.

With more homogenous and risk-free AAUs being traded, the market would be more liquid, and transactions costs would be lower, as buyers need not distinguish among AAUs according to their country of origin when they acquire them. A clear international price signal would emerge for an AAU, and hence indicate the marginal cost of reduction of a CO₂ equivalent unit.

The non-compliance regime decided under Article 18 would play an essential role in an issuer liability trading system: the sanction for non-compliance, e.g. the penalty, must be stronger than the potential gain from having oversold AAUs. Otherwise, there is a direct financial incentive to transfer non-surplus AAUs, knowing that sanctions for such behaviour are mild, and so, ineffective. There is otherwise a bigger risk of some Parties over-selling AAUs, leading to a degradation of the environmental objective of the Kyoto Protocol. This would

---

19 Kerr (1998)
lower the price of AAUs, at the expense of other traders and of the whole system, as a number of potentially cost-effective measures would not be undertaken as a result.

On the whole, “issuer beware” would generate low transaction costs, modest monitoring requirements (essentially international transfers of AAUs), but may not succeed in preventing overselling, unless strong sanctions are applied to the issuer under Article 18. There is little precedence for such sanctions in international agreements so far.20

The effectiveness of issuer liability would however be enhanced if, at the level of legal entities, governments introduce domestic non-compliance measures (e.g. penalties) for those entities whose emissions exceed held AAUs. Governments could carry out annual reconciliation of entities’ emissions and their AAUs, thus ensuring that the Party’s emissions are backed by AAUs during the course of the commitment period. Through a registry for international transactions, the government would also be able to monitor international transfers by its legal entities, and may stop excessive transfers.

3.2 “Buyer Beware”

The “buyer beware” or buyer liability rule responds to concerns that putting all the responsibility on the issuer may not be enough to deter trading of non-surplus AAUs. As mentioned above, the financial benefits of selling AAUs could, in these conditions, actually reward non-compliance.21

Under buyer beware, AAUs acquired from a Party that ends up out of compliance may not be used to comply with Article 3 commitments. Coming back to our simple numerical example, the issuer is found to be in non-compliance because of trading. Under buyer liability, all units sold would be returned to the issuer, and correspondingly subtracted from the buyer’s assigned amount. The buyer is then in non-compliance at the end of the commitment period, by 10 units.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Issuer</th>
<th>Buyer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Assigned amount</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales</td>
<td>- 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted assigned amt.</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emissions</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Non-compliance by 10 units**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>With buyer beware</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted assigned amount</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emissions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Compliance restored**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Non-compliance by 10 units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted assigned amount</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emissions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This system encourages the buyer to acquire AAUs from those issuers who are most likely to comply. As a result, AAUs issued by different Parties would be priced differently depending on the market’s appraisal of these Parties’ compliance with Article 3 commitments. This is a key element of the buyer liability rule.

---

20 Werksman (1998)
Because the buyer beware liability rule would reduce the potential revenues of these non-surplus trades, it would lower the incentive to sell, but also reward those Parties which demonstrate over-compliance and wish to issue AAUs. Because issuers have a financial interest in the transaction, they are more likely to see to it that they are highly rated by the market in order to benefit as much as possible from the transaction. There would be a stronger pressure by the market (buyers) to obtain information relevant to Parties’ compliance (timely inventories and reporting of international transactions). Legal entities in a position to sell AAUs would also put pressure on the government and other entities of the Party to improve prospects for compliance, so as to maximise the potential gains from trading.

All traded AAUs would need to bear the issuing Party’s identification. At the end of the commitment period, the holder of AAUs would lose (some of) the right to use these AAUs if the issuing Party were not to meet its Article 3 commitment.

A buyer beware system requires rules on how to invalidate trades: a Party may have issued and sold a certain quantity of AAUs, but only a portion of this quantity may need to be cancelled to bring it back into compliance. Let us assume an issuing Party which has sold 10 units, 5 of which need to be recovered to bring the Party back into compliance. Three methods have been advanced to cancel trades:

- Chronological cancellation, starting with the most recent trades, according to the “last-in first-out” principle. The assumption is that those who bought AAUs early did so at a time where the issuer was still in compliance, and only the last trades triggered non-compliance (here, the trades corresponding to the five last AAUs);
- Pro-rata devaluation: all AAUs issued by the non-complying country are devalued by the percentage necessary to restore compliance of the issuer. A Party which transferred 10 AAUs and is in non-compliance by 5 AAUs would devalue all the AAUs it issued by 50% (5/10).
- Cancellation of all traded AAUs arguing that it is impossible to determine which trades do not correspond to real reductions. In our above example, 10 units would be cancelled while only the transfer of 5 units is causing a problem.

Haites (1998) argues that invalidating trades in reverse chronological order would limit the number of trades affected, encourage early registration of the trades, and therefore increase information on market transactions. It is hard to predict whether participants will rush to trade to avoid devaluation or wait to acquire AAUs from Parties more likely to comply. This would create a large demand for AAUs early in the period, and increase market prices at that moment, as early credits are more valuable for compliance. The pro-rata devaluation avoids this situation. It assumes that all trades are equally invalid. It would somewhat complicate the accounting of assigned amounts at the end of the commitment period if issuers of AAUs were to fail to comply, because all buyers of non-surface AAUs would have to devalue them. The third option, full cancellation, could seriously undermine the confidence in the market, as all AAUs from a Party would be invalidated, e.g. even if only 5% of them were non-surplus.

Under buyer liability, at least two stages would be involved to assess Parties’ compliance: before and after the necessary cancellation of trades from non-complying issuers. A buyer in compliance thanks to the acquired AAUs could be thrown into non-compliance if they are returned to their issuer. A “domino effect” could occur, as compliance of Parties engaged in trading hinges on other Parties’ compliance. This is illustrated in Appendix 1.

---

22 Some Parties may even be excluded de facto from the issuers market if no participants believe they will be able to comply with their assigned amounts.

Legal entities of a Party may have purchased AAUs which are invalidated under buyer beware. The Party would be subject to that devaluation as well, if entities have presented these AAUs for compliance. Governments are therefore likely to apply some control over the acquisition of AAUs by their legal entities, as they carry a potential risk of non-compliance for the Party. Indeed, lessons from the Montreal Protocol show that a ban on imports (in our case, the government controls the quality of acquired AAUs under buyer beware) may be more efficient than a ban on exports (whereby issuing governments must control the validity of what is being transferred). National registries for international transactions and reconciliation could be used to that aim.

As the entity could face direct sanctions for non-compliance with its domestic goal, it would seek to minimise such risk. The contract between the legal entity and the issuer could include a clause to mitigate the buyer if the acquired AAUs are cancelled or devalued, a form of insurance clause. They may actually force the issuer to supply the agreed amount regardless of its compliance status. In effect, this would turn the buyer beware system into an issuer beware system, as far as legal entities are concerned. Another option could be for the government to require that legal entities insure themselves, e.g. acquire and set-aside supplementary AAUs for every acquisition, to create a safety cushion.

Under buyer beware, buyers would incur search costs in order to gain certainty about an issuer’s compliance with its assigned amount, whereas issuer beware makes such investigation unnecessary. During the initial period, there may not be sufficient information of a good quality to assess individual Parties’ compliance, and adjust price accordingly.

Buyer beware could be perceived as putting an unfair pressure on buyers (who may not be able to obtain sufficient information on selling Parties), and too little pressure on issuers. In fact, buyer beware removes any risk from issuers for their non-compliance if any AAUs they have “over-sold” are returned to them if they need them for compliance. The only pressure on issuers would be through the low price of their AAUs if their compliance is improbable, but there remains an incentive to “oversell”. Additional measures may therefore be required to discourage the transfer of non-surplus AAUs under buyer liability. Sanctions for “overselling”, and other sanctions for non-compliance under Article 18 may play that role, but are yet to be defined and agreed.

3.3 Hybrid Buyer/Issuer Liability

3.3.1 Shared Buyer / Issuer Liability

Under this option, the buyer and the issuer would share the risk of “overselling” and the resulting excess emissions. Only a share of all invalid transactions would be devalued or cancelled for the buy, here 20% (2 units out of ten are subtracted from the buyer’s assigned amount and added to the issuer’s). The low burden put on the buyer reflects the principal

---

24 Under an issuer liability system, the legal entity acquiring AAUs would not need worry about devaluation as all transferred AAUs would be valid for compliance purposes.


26 Symmetrically, private actors will more readily engage in the development of information services on Parties’ compliance if such services are valued by market participants, as in the case of buyer beware liability.

27 It is only in the next commitment period that issuers of invalid AAUs would be affected, when buyers would be strongly deterred to purchase from an issuer who defaulted in the first commitment period.
responsibility of the issuer, as it has a better knowledge of its emission level and compliance prospects by the time of the trade.

Table 3: Illustration of shared buyer / issuer liability

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Issuer</th>
<th>Buyer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Assigned amount = 100</td>
<td>Assigned amount = 150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales = -10</td>
<td>Acquisitions = +10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted assigned amt. = 90</td>
<td>Adjusted assigned amt. = 160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emissions = 100</td>
<td>Emissions = 160</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Non-compliance by 10 units**

After shared buyer / issuer liability

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted assigned amount = 90 + 2</td>
<td>Adjusted assigned amounts = 160 - 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emissions = 100</td>
<td>Emissions = 160</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Non-compliance by 8 units**

Shared buyer/issuer liability represents a middle ground between buyer and issuer beware options. The buyer would still rate AAUs according to the country’s of origin compliance, but its risk would be minimised by the fact that only a portion of “invalid” trades could be cancelled. This would not send as strong a signal to potential buyers as the simple buyer beware system.

A stronger version of the shared liability rule can be envisioned, the so-called double liability rule, whereby the issuer would be liable for all of the excess sales while the buyer would still bear some burden for having bought non-surplus units. In the example below, 20% of the acquisitions are cancelled for the buyer.

Table 4: Illustration of double liability

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Issuer</th>
<th>Buyer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Assigned amount = 100</td>
<td>Assigned amount = 150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales = -10</td>
<td>Acquisitions = +10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted assigned amt. = 90</td>
<td>Adjusted assigned amt. = 160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emissions = 100</td>
<td>Emissions = 160</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Non-compliance by 10 units**

After double buyer / issuer liability is applied:

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted assigned amt. = 90</td>
<td>Adjusted assigned amt. = 160 - 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emissions = 100</td>
<td>Emissions = 160</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Non-compliance by 10 units**

As the example makes clear, the double liability system would more than compensate the non-surplus emissions that are traded. The issuing Party’s emissions are above its assigned amounts by 10 units and is fully responsible for trading non-surplus AAUs. On the other hand, the buyer is also held responsible for having engaged in a trade that turns out to be invalid, and is penalised at a rate of 20% of the AAUs it acquired. Indeed, it works as a penalty put on the traders, on top of their shared responsibility for trading non-surplus AAUs.
A rationale for this approach, when compared to the shared liability option, would be to hold the issuer fully accountable for oversold AAUs, while still creating an incentive for buyers to assess the issuer’s compliance. On the whole, it is equivalent to introducing a penalty for non-compliance through trading, in the form of an addition to the “environmental debt”, but a penalty that is exclusively applied to the buyer.

This seems difficult to justify without a similar penalty for non-compliance applied to all Parties, regardless of their trading activity. As the characteristics of this option are otherwise similar to the shared liability rule, it will not be discussed further.

Shared-liability combines the market incentive of the buyer liability system with the straight issuer liability regime. The environmental effectiveness of such a system will depend on two elements:

- the non-compliance rules (for the seller), and
- the share of the “invalid” trades that are under the buyer’s responsibility (20%, 50%, ... ?)

As we have explained above, the buyer liability regime brings more of an incentive to the issuer to comply, because of the financial gains generated by the sales of highly-rated AAUs.

Because buyers would be responsible in part for non-compliance and over-selling by the issuer, they would be willing to pay for information on how likely the issuing Party is to comply, adding some transaction cost to the overall system. They would also need to monitor that Party’s situation throughout the period (if they have acquired AAUs early) in order to respond in time to a risk of default by the issuer. But the pressure on buyers would be less important than under a pure buyer liability system.

The confidence of market participants in the validity of the acquired AAUs will depend on how much responsibility is put on the buyer in case of non-compliance. If buyers are liable for a small share of the invalid transfers, the validity of traded AAUs will be less dependent on issuers’ compliance and there will be more confidence in the market than under a pure buyer beware system.

### 3.3.2 Hybrid Buyer/Issuer Liability: The Traffic Light System

In the case of Joint Implementation, Article 6.4 of the Kyoto Protocol states that:

“If a question of implementation [...] is identified [...] transfers and acquisitions of emission reduction units may continue to be made after the question has been identified, provided that any such units may not be used by a Party to meet its commitments under Article 3 until any issue of compliance is resolved.”

This article introduces the possible suspension of right to use joint implementation emission reduction units (ERUs) for compliance. On that basis, Goldberg et al. (1998) propose a hybrid buyer/issuer liability system based on Parties’ progress towards compliance during the commitment period. A “green” light for trading with a Party would indicate that issuer liability applies, and would be the default liability rule for trading.

Based on the annual review of Parties’ performance, if a compliance problem is expected for a Party, a “yellow” light could be turned on to inform other Parties that sales may continue, but that the buyer cannot use the acquired AAUs until the issuer’s compliance problem is resolved. Trades would then take place under buyer liability. Some Parties would issue AAUs under issuer liability, others would trade under buyer liability. The red light would be turned
on when serious non-compliance is identified, and would indicate that no further sales by the Party are allowed.

To illustrate this system, we need to distinguish two phases within the commitment period: during the first phase, the issuing Party does not present any problem of compliance and is free to trade. Here, the issuer sells 5 units to another Party. A risk of non-compliance by the issuer is identified: from now on, all sales will be made under buyer liability for this issuer, until the non-compliance problem is resolved. Let us assume that the buyer accepts this risk and buys two more units from the issuer during this “yellow-light” phase. At the same time, it implements additional domestic mitigation options to be in line with its adjusted assigned amount of 157 units. If, at the end of the commitment period, the issuer has not resolved its non-compliance problem, the situation would be as follows:

Table 5: Illustration of the traffic light option: trading under green and yellow light

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First phase</th>
<th>Buyer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Issuer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assigned amount = 100</td>
<td>Assigned amount = 150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales = -5</td>
<td>Acquisitions = +5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Second Phase</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sales</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted assigned amt. = 93</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Trades under yellow light: buyer beware eventually applies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Non-compliance by 5 units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adj. assigned amount = 93 + 2 = 95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emissions = 100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Considering the “yellow light” was applied during the second period (transactions with “*”), the sale of 2 units is cancelled so that the assigned amounts must be adjusted downward for the buyer, and upward for the issuer. In the above example, both Parties are in non-compliance. If the “red light” had been switched on, no further trades would have taken place, and the buyer would not have acquired the two additional units that it bought in the above example. On the other hand, the buyer may be more cautious and turn to other Parties (under “green light”) to acquire valid units.

Some have suggested that if the issuer solves the compliance problem in the next budget period, the suspended trades could become fully valid. This would somewhat complicate the review of compliance by the buyer, as its compliance could hinge on some issuer’s returning to compliance at some unknown stage in the future. Another option would be for trades to go on, but on a discounted basis, until the compliance issue is resolved.28

3.3.2.1 What Could Trigger Yellow and Red Lights?

The main question raised by the traffic light option is the nature of the compliance problem that would trigger the yellow or red lights29. A relatively easy and quick rule would have to be applied, in order for the system to be operational and effective during the commitment period.

28 EDF (1999).
29 Goldberg et al. (1998) do not address this question.
Parties under yellow light would then have sufficient time to make the necessary adjustments to return on track for compliance and restore the green light. Possible criteria to trigger the yellow light could include:

- annual transfers by a Party represent more than a certain percentage of this Party’s assigned amounts (not unlike the various reserve options discussed below);
- a Party lacks a transparent system to register its international transfers, or does not report its AAUs transactions;
- a Party has not submitted its GHG inventory for a certain period, or has submitted incomplete inventories, making it impossible for outsiders to assess its compliance status. Or the inventory was not compiled following the inventory requirements / guidelines;
- a Party’s actual emissions exceed the total assigned amount it holds for that period.30

Triggering the red light would require certain knowledge, during the commitment period, that a Party will not be able to comply with its Article 3 commitment. Review under Article 8 of the Kyoto Protocol could generate useful information to identify such a problem. But in theory, a Party which sold all of its AAUs could acquire them back from the international market in order to restore compliance and bring its adjusted assigned amount in line with its emissions. It is only through the combined assessments of a Party’s needs for AAUs, of the potential supply of AAUs on the international market and of the Party’s willingness to pay to be in compliance, that it would be possible to judge whether a Party will or will not comply, and to trigger the red light if not. In all, this would not be a straightforward assessment.

Under a more precautionary approach, a criterion such as the ratio of total AAU transfers to assigned amount could be used to trigger the red light. This may run the risk of stopping valid trades. On the other hand, if a Party intended to transfer AAUs and actually manages to comply, it would automatically bank any extra AAUs for the next commitment period, or could transfer them during a possible "grace period". This would minimise the opportunity cost for the issuer who was unable to sell its extra AAUs while the red light was switched on.

As in the case of buyer beware, the traffic light option would encourage the development of information on Parties’ emission levels and transfers, as all potential sellers would need to convince the system’s oversight organisation that they are able to generate extra AAUs for sale. This would generate a better picture of overall supply of AAUs for the international market, and help potential buyers to elaborate their compliance strategy.

3.3.2.2 Assessment

In theory, the traffic light option can deter all trades with a Party once a non-compliance situation has been detected, and keep the system tight in environmental terms from that moment. But the environmental effectiveness of this option will very much depend on:

- how early the non-compliance problem is raised, based on what set of indicators / information released by the defaulting Party;
- how quickly the institutions reacts to this problem; and
- what measures are put in place to restore compliance.

There can be a significant time-lag between the identification of the non-compliance problem and the decision to switch the yellow light for transfers from the Party. One option would be

---

30 As in the “blended accountability system” proposed by EDF (1999).
that the decision be taken by COP/MOP. For instance, a problem may be detected during an expert review under Article 8 in 2010, with a COP/MOP decision by 2011, changing the status of that Party to buyer beware for the last year of the commitment period. In the meantime, transfers from that Party would continue under issuer beware. Under the Protocol, the Secretariat and Parties are asked to bring questions concerning implementation by individual Parties to the attention of COP/MOP. If such a procedure were to be used to trigger the yellow light, any Party could unsettle another Party’s ability to transfer while COP/MOP processes and analyses the question in detail.

Alternatively, COP/MOP may agree ex-ante on what would trigger the yellow/red lights, e.g. a quantitative indicator based on Parties’ inventories and assigned amounts, and on the procedure to change the status of a Party as soon as the review under Article 8 has delivered its results. The political acceptability of this rule will depend on the stringency of the criterion that triggers a change in the status of transfers.

Because of the necessary simplicity of a quantitative indicator to trigger yellow/red lights, the traffic light option may artificially deter market participants to acquire AAUs from a Party which is only having a temporary problem. The purpose of the five-year commitment period is precisely to allow fluctuations in emissions. Switching the yellow light while a drop in emissions is expected in the next year may restrict the supply of issuer-beware AAUs, and raise prices, at a cost for all participants.

Legal entities may find it difficult to trade under the traffic light option, especially as issuers if their Party’s compliance depreciates the value of their assets by turning the yellow/red lights on all AAUs issued by the Party. It may be easier for legal entities to get used to either buyer beware or issuer beware, than to react to possible changes during the commitment period.

### 3.4 Other options: “Issuer +” and “Buyer +”

#### 3.4.1 “Issuer + Tons in Escrow”

An issuer beware system can be supplemented to provide more certainty on the value of the trades. One way to secure the trade is to put the revenues of the trade, or a portion thereof, in some account where they could be used only upon agreement of both Parties, a so-called escrow account. This system would allow the issuer to cash the transaction at the end of the commitment period, once inventories and assigned amounts are reconciled and the trade has been cleared.

The financial dimension of this system, with potentially large amounts of money held in escrow for as many as 5 years, and the back-end arrangements to reimburse buyers and/or acquire AAUs from the market, makes “issuer + escrow” a rather heavy option, both in terms of transaction and opportunity costs. Holding the money in an escrow account would make it impossible for the issuer to invest to reduce its emissions, which may be one of the objectives of transfers.

An alternative would be to set aside tons (AAUs) at every transaction. Under this option, if a Party or legal entity wants to sell 100 AAUs, it must set aside a portion of this total to be able to cover any shortage of AAUs at the end of the budget period. On the other hand, Parties or legal entities may artificially inflate what they wish to trade in order to cover the amount to be

---

set aside. For instance, if an entity is required to set aside one ton for every 10 transferred, it could pretend to sell 110 tons when it only has 100 to sell. This would be a way not to incur the opportunity cost of foregone sales. To avoid this problem, one could require Parties / entities to acquire certified emission reductions from other Parties every time they transfer their own AAUs.

The certified nature of these units would reduce the risk that they are invalid when and if they are needed for compliance. If the issuer is in compliance, it can still trade its set-aside units or CERs as banked AAUs in the next commitment period.

From the standpoint of environmental effectiveness, the option of setting asides certified emission reduction units, or reductions from JI projects may have value, as at least some portion of the “environmental debt” would be offset with some certainty. On the other hand, this requirement may create a bottleneck if there are not enough CDM projects to supply the agreed portion of traded AAUs under IET.

A key question under “issuer + escrow” as described here is: which entity would be in charge of holding the set-aside tons, and assuring that the right proportion of set-aside tons to traded AAUs is maintained? If legal entities trade, it would be reasonable for their government to assure, through the domestic registry of international transactions, that certified tons would be set aside by entities for each international transfer. This verification could be done annually. Entities would be free to use the CERs as they see fit once the Party has established compliance with its Article 3 commitments, after 2012.

If a government decides to trade for its own account, some international entity should monitor whether it has acquired the proper amount of certified emission reductions to cover the risk of non-compliance. This could be one of the tasks under Article 8 of the Protocol.

In all, escrow or set-asides would add quite some administrative burden on international emission trading, which may well discourage participation by legal entities in the system.

### 3.4.2 Issuer Liability with a Reserve

The idea of the reserve is to minimise the risk that an issuer would sell AAUs that do not correspond to surplus emissions. Several kinds of reserves have been proposed:

- annual retirement,
- trading based on the last inventory (inventory-based trading)
- trading limited to annual surplus (annual surplus trading)

These are not liability rules per se, but options to supplement issuer liability, as this option alone would otherwise hinge too much on the non-compliance system established in Article 18. For all the following options, issuer beware guarantees high market confidence. The need to keep a reserve would increase participants’ confidence in the environmental validity of traded AAUs.

#### 3.4.2.1 Issuer + Annual Retirement

Under this option, a Party must hold the equivalent of its inventory in assigned amounts (one year worth after the first year, two years worth after the second year, etc.). As GHG

---

33 If the seller of the project-based reductions fails to reduce emissions, the problem remains, however.
inventories may take some time to be produced, some percentage of Parties assigned amounts could be agreed (e.g. 80% of 1/5 of the total assigned amount); the reserve could be adjusted once inventories are produced. Failure to keep the reserve to its appropriate level would stop transfers from the Party. The annual retirement option would need to be supplemented by mechanisms to encourage Parties to buy back from the market the quantity required to return the reserve to the appropriate level.

The reserve required by the annual retirement system is fairly low in the first years of the commitment period (on year 1, the Party can still trade about four fifths of all its assigned amount), and increases gradually to reach the level of compliance during the last year, at which time all Parties must hold enough AAUs to cover their emissions. This is illustrated in Appendix 2.

The obligation to hold the reserve will send a signal that transferring too many AAUs too early will mean more active trading towards the end of the budget period, and probably higher prices. Participants may therefore not behave like the Party in our illustration, which sells a lot early and buys back later in the period. Rather, Parties may be inclined to allow transfers that are more in line with their surplus reductions on an annual basis. In that case, the reserve represents no real constraint, and entails little, if any, opportunity cost. But the trading behaviour of Parties is difficult to predict so any conclusion on this is necessarily tentative.

The annual retirement reserve would not in itself prevent a rogue trader from selling several years' worth of AAU in the first year. It is only after the fact that the Party would be found in non-compliance. In a less extreme case, a Party may follow the rule and hold 4 year-worth of AAUs at the end of the fourth year, and still over-sell all of its last-year assigned amount, with a negative effect on the environment. Because the reserve system would be under “issuer beware”, buyers would not necessarily refrain from buying these AAUs, even if they are aware of the issuing Party’s situation. This rule provides little guarantee that Parties will not over-sell without having to face any sanction until after the end of the commitment period.

A key feature of all issuer beware systems is that they guarantee the validity of issued AAUs for compliance, as the issuer will face alone the consequences of emitting GHG beyond its assigned amount and over-selling. The need to keep a reserve contributes to reassure market participants that acquired AAUs correspond to real reductions, because any failure by a Party to meet the reserve constraint prevents that Party from transferring assigned amounts. But, in the end, making the issuer liable in case of non-compliance is the primary reason why the value of traded AAUs is guaranteed.

This reserve, coupled with issuer liability, would require that Parties engaged in trading have a mechanism to officially retire or set aside AAUs corresponding to their annual inventory. This mechanism could be covered under the eligibility criteria, in particular by the requirement to hold a domestic registry and to reconcile the accounts of legal entities on an annual basis. A Party would be able to retire its annual AAUs more easily if it already had a national registry. Otherwise, the additional information required under Article 7, e.g., on transfers and acquisitions of AAUs is all that would be needed to operate this rule. In order to make this rule effective, COP/MOP would need to agree before the beginning of the commitment period on a quick procedure to implement the decision to stop transfers from a Party which does not comply with the reserve.

Because the reserve may be expressed as a percentage of assigned amounts, progress to maintain reserves could be assessed fairly easily. But an agreement on the share of annual assigned amounts to be held in reserve may trigger a difficult negotiation.
3.4.2.2 Permanent Reserve

Parties could agree that each Party should retain a given portion of its total assigned amount to cover probable future emission levels for whole the commitment period, as opposed to the cumulative annual amounts in the annual retirement option. Parties would only be able to transfer a total amount equal to their total assigned amount minus this “permanent” reserve.

The reserve would be expressed as a share of the total assigned amount. For instance, until the submission of the first GHG inventory of the commitment period, Parties may be allowed to transfer a maximum of 30% of their total assigned amount. The reserve would be equivalent to 70% of the assigned amount (the default reserve percentage). Preferably, the last available inventory (2007 or 2006) could be used to establish the reserve. As inventories would be gathered and trades recorded, it would be possible to assess whether the reserve can be adjusted downwards or if the Party should, on the contrary, stop transferring parts of its assigned amount as the reserve must be increased.

If a Party is in fact in a position to trade AAUs beyond what is imposed by the reserve, the reserve can be seen as a barrier to trade. On the other hand, the earlier this Party produces the information to show that it has indeed surplus AAUs, the sooner it can trade this surplus on the market. This incentive to produce information on inventories and trades is indeed a key element of this option. The barrier to trade would only be temporary, and the market would benefit from more information on Parties’ compliance.

Transfers would be monitored on an annual basis: a Party may have transferred a total of 350 within one year, and bought back 300, resulting in a net transfer of 50. As in the case of the annual retirement reserve, this is not a limit imposed on the overall trading activity, but more a tool to keep overall transfers within what would be defined as a safe amount.

The permanent reserve could prevent the rogue trader situation described under the annual retirement reserve, but not completely. Because defaulting Parties would no longer be able to sell AAUs until they have restored their reserve, this would limit the risk of overselling in the rest of the commitment period. As the permanent reserve requirement is more stringent than the annual retirement, this option offers more certainty that Parties will not oversell.

In terms of cost, the permanent reserve is the mirror image of the annual retirement system, it tends to allow transfers of AAUs once reductions have been achieved. The higher the percentage of assigned amount can be traded (the lower the emissions of the last inventory), the lower the reserve, and the lower the opportunity cost. If the share of assigned amount that is tradeable before verification is low, the reserve applies a stringent constraint on trades early in the period, with a higher opportunity cost. In the case of an active trader, the cost is higher than with the annual retirement reserve, and the flexibility for compliance allowed originally by the 5-year commitment period may be reduced substantially.

It is important to note here that because GHG inventories may take one to two years to complete, there could be some lost opportunity for an issuer with decreasing emissions to sell its AAUs in the first budget period, and some economic loss. This would also restrict access

---

34 In the early years of the system, when emission information is not available, Parties would be allowed to trade an agreed percentage of their total assigned amount, so the system does not preclude Parties from transferring AAUs before they have reported their inventories.

35 This is even more true for a Party with relatively high emissions in the first years, and fairly low emissions afterwards. The 5-year commitment period would allow it to issue AAUs right at the beginning of the period, as the Party anticipates surplus reductions; the reserve would restrain transfers early in the period, or force the Party to buy back AAUs if its first year inventory shows a high emission level.
to potential buyers. This loss would be reduced, however, if a grace period was introduced to allow Parties with a deficit in AAUs to acquire them from the market after the end of the commitment period.

The more or less stringent constraint that it applies on transfers throughout the period could have two opposite effects on participants confidence in the market’s ability to deliver AAUs:

- on the one hand, it may artificially restrict the quantity of AAUs for sale in one year, while releasing large quantities afterwards; this could result in wide price variations. Essentially, it takes away some of the time-flexibility introduced by the 5-year commitment period.
- on the other hand, all market participants would have a clearer idea about the available quantities of AAUs for the coming year, based on inventories submitted to the UNFCCC, which may help their trading strategy.

In terms of monitoring, this option does not require any information additional to what would be required from Parties under Article 7 of the Kyoto Protocol.

How would legal entities respond to the permanent reserve? First, governments would certainly apply the same principle to their entities, and monitor this through the domestic registry. The government may wish to monitor also futures and forward trades by legal entities, but this may not be possible in practice. Legal entities wishing to enter a futures transaction would probably make it dependent on the issuing Party’s ability to trade at the maturity date of the contract.

3.4.2.3 Annual Surplus Trading (post-verification)

This option has been proposed as an alternative to pure buyer liability. Parties could only sell AAUs after they have shown these AAUs are in excess of their assigned amount, on an annual basis. As assigned amounts are defined for a five-year period, Parties would notify the UNFCCC Secretariat, before 2008, how it would allocate its assigned amount for each year of the commitment period (a Party can at any time adjust its annual allocation for the remaining years of the commitment period by notifying the Secretariat in advance of the year(s) in question). It is proposed that a restriction would be applied on the range of assigned to any single year (“e.g., +/- 20% of the annual average”). The excess AAUs available for sale in any given year, so-called certified AAUs, would be equal to “the cumulative assigned amount allocation from 2008 through the given year minus cumulative emissions from 2008 through the given year”.

By definition, post-verification trading assumes that all issued AAUs are valid, and can be used for compliance by the buying Party, not unlike the regime of issuer liability.

Trade in certified AAUs could only start as soon as a potential issuer (i.e., a Party) has submitted its national inventory to the UNFCCC, after 2008. On the other hand, Parties and their entities could engage in forward trades, anytime before. This system would encourage potential sellers to report inventories in a timely fashion, since AAUs would only be issued after the inventory has been compared with the annual assigned amount.

Annual post-verification trading decouples the trading system from the issue of compliance with Article 3 commitments at the end of the commitment period, while providing some

---

36 Swiss proposal for a post-verification trading model on an annual basis. FCCC/SB/1999/MISC.3/Add.2/Corr.1
incentives for compliance. Whereas this trading model does not aim to eliminate the risk of “overselling”, as it is defined in this study (see Glossary)\(^{37}\), annual surplus trading would reduce the potential for non-compliance caused by trading, since a Party must maintain annual emissions within certain bounds in order to generate certified AAUs. On the other hand, a Party could transfer certified AAUs in the first three or four years of the commitment period and emit beyond its annual assigned amount in the remaining years, leading to non-compliance. Here again, the risk of non-compliance caused by trading will depend on the effectiveness of the compliance system, and on how well Parties’ policies and measures ensure adequate control of their emission profile towards and during the commitment period.

Similarly, a Party’s ability to transfer AAUs early in the commitment period, e.g. to finance mitigation options that would reduce emissions later, would depend on various factors, including an appropriate choice for the annual allocation of assigned amounts.

With the annual surplus trading regime, legal entities wishing to transfer AAUs would operate under two constraints. First, as for all liability systems, they would need to demonstrate in the framework of their domestic legislation, that their emissions are below their devolved assigned amount on an annual basis. Second they would only be allowed to sell their surplus if the Party also has more than enough AAUs to cover its annual emissions. There could therefore be some control applied to transfers by legal entities under this option, but this may be the case under any other trading regime: Parties are likely to control trading by entities to ensure that they (Parties) hold enough AAUs to comply at the end of the commitment period. Of course, complying entities would still be free to trade on the domestic market, if it exists. In addition, they wouldn’t be restricted in selling any ERUs or CERs that they have acquired.

### 3.4.3 “Buyer + Insurance”

One option proposed to strengthen the buyer liability rule, that is to further assure buyers about the validity of acquired AAUs, is to require buyers to acquire insurance contracts to accompany the traded AAUs.\(^{38}\) Insurance companies would offer contracts to make up for the discounted or returned AAUs if the issuer is not in compliance. The insurance contract would be recorded when AAUs are issued and sold for the first time. Presumably, the insurance would be transferred along with AAUs hereafter.

The insurance premium would rise with the risk of non-compliance by the issuing Party. This would encourage sellers to demonstrate their ability to meet their emission commitment, so as to lower the insurance premium and to increase the revenues from the sales of AAUs.

One major assumption for this system to work is that insurance companies would have access, when needed, to AAUs to offset invalidated trades. Would buyers not have access to that same potential? Also, one can imagine a scenario where, at the end of the budget period, all extra AAUs would have already been sold or used for compliance, so that insurance companies would not be able to acquire any. The alternative would be for insurance companies to enter the market and hold (potentially large) reserves of AAUs as a hedge against the contracts they have issued. In such a case, the acquisition of AAUs by insurance companies could reduce the availability of AAUs for other participants. The price may also

\(^{37}\) The Swiss proposal states that “a post-verification trading model eliminates the risk of “overselling”, because only certified excess AAUs can be be traded. The potential for non-compliance caused by trading is also significantly reduced, although there is no guarantee that Parties [which] issued certificates for excess AAUs will be in compliance with their [quantified emission limitation or reduction commitments] at the conclusion of the commitment period”. This is precisely what we define as “overselling” in this study.

\(^{38}\) Haites (1998).
increase as the result of higher demand and thus the costs of meeting the target may be higher than without compulsory insurance. One can therefore question whether insurance contracts would work or would not distort the market. 39 40

The obligation to acquire an insurance contract when acquiring AAUs from the issuing Party implies an additional transaction cost. But if the insurance contract compensates effectively the default by the issuer, the insurance premium does not represent a cost, as it reduces the non-compliance cost of the buyer. On the other hand, because insurance premiums are not likely to be zero, the obligation of insurance would add a net cost for the buyer every time it buys AAUs from a complying Party.

Buyer beware puts pressure on governments, if they are not the buyer of AAUs transferred to their Party, to monitor the validity of the acquired AAUs, as they would be held responsible for non-compliance if the AAUs are devalued or cancelled. Forcing buyers to acquire an insurance contract mitigates such risk for the government.

This rule would require that additional information, i.e., insurance contract information, be recorded along with transaction information in a registry. This could be relatively easy with respect to legal entities who would need to register their international trades in the domestic registry.

This option faces three barriers with respect to feasibility:

- A political agreement on forcing additional cost to all market participants with the inclusion of insurance, whereas certain transfers may not need such risk-hedging mechanism. Insurance is a mechanism that buyers may wish to rely on without being obliged to do so.
- The cost of maintaining a register and monitoring system for all insurance contracts.
- The willingness and ability of insurance companies to deliver AAUs when needed.

### 3.5 Assessment Summary

Liability rules presented above rely on a number of different elements. The most simple options are limited to an ex post assessment of a Party’s compliance with its emission objective and a clear rule for allocation of the burden in case of non-compliance. The burden could be based on buyer beware, issuer beware, or shared liability.

More elaborate options require additional procedures and monitoring during the commitment period to try and prevent the risk of trades of AAUs that are ultimately needed for Parties’ compliance. Other combinations than those presented in this paper could be imagined, with more or less reliance on new institutions, and on the international market to supply appropriate information and tools to hedge risk.

Our assessment of the liability rules is summarised in the following table. No further synthesis of these results is presented in order to keep the full picture for each option. No ranking of the options is provided, as it would require quantifying the relative importance of the different criteria, which is beyond the scope of this paper.

---

39 Insurance companies have not expressed strong interest in issuing insurance contracts to cover invalid emission trades (Haites personal communication).

40 An alternative to the insurance contract is the creation of an international reserve of AAUs to protect buyers from issuer default. The current practice of futures trading gives a useful illustration of this point. This is explained in Appendix 4.
It is important to recall that environmental effectiveness is defined in this case in a very narrow sense: the prevention of overselling. Emissions trading is a tool; if properly designed, it could minimise cost and encourage compliance with the Kyoto Protocol emission objectives. Adding significant transaction costs to participate to IET could deter legal entities and governments from undertaking cost-effective mitigation activities, and possibly lead to non-compliance.

No full assessment of the effects of different liability rules on the market is provided here beyond an evaluation of the existence and nature of transaction costs. A more complete evaluation would require formulating assumptions about how trading would develop if it were unimpeded by these rules, using this as a reference point, and then assessing each system against this point. It is difficult to predict at this stage the behaviour of governments and legal entities vis-à-vis international GHG emission trading, e.g.:

- Will all governments allow their entities to trade freely, or apply tight control over international transactions (transfers and acquisitions)?
- Will legal entities be overly risk-averse in their acquisition of AAUs?
- Will the level of GHG emissions in during the commitment period allow for active trading, or leave only a small potential for international transfers?
Table 6: Summary of liability options

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Environmental Effectiveness</th>
<th>Costs</th>
<th>Market Confidence</th>
<th>Participation of legal entities</th>
<th>Comment: requirements and feasibility</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Issuer beware</td>
<td>Depends primarily on Article 18 and other trading rules.</td>
<td>Low transaction costs.</td>
<td>All AAUs valid for compliance. Clear market price for AAUs.</td>
<td>Participation would be relatively easy, given registries.</td>
<td>Easy implementation; issue of the feasibility of sanctions under Article 18.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buyer beware</td>
<td>Incentive for issuer to demonstrate probable compliance in order to obtain a higher price.</td>
<td>Buyers must gather (pay for) information on issuer’s compliance to price AAUs correctly.</td>
<td>AAUs are priced differently, according to issuing Parties’ prospect for compliance. Market uncertainty.</td>
<td>Acquisition of AAUs requires some information gathering.</td>
<td>Pressure on buyers but with reduced risk for issuers could be problematic.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shared Liability</td>
<td>Less incentive on issuers to demonstrate compliance than under buyer liability.</td>
<td>Same as buyer beware.</td>
<td>Mixed dynamics, between issuer and buyer beware. Market uncertainty.</td>
<td>Same as under buyer beware.</td>
<td>Same feasibility issues as buyer and issuer beware.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traffic light option</td>
<td>Triggers restrict transfers once a compliance question is raised.</td>
<td>Same as buyer beware, once a compliance problem is identified.</td>
<td>Depends on whether green, yellow or red lights apply. Market uncertainty.</td>
<td>Change in status (issuer to buyer) may hinder entity participation.</td>
<td>Requires definition and agreement on trigger(s) for yellow/red lights and a speedy process for implementation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Issuer + annual retirement</td>
<td>Some control of the validity of trades.</td>
<td>Some (low) transaction costs on issuer.</td>
<td>All AAUs valid for compliance.</td>
<td>Easy participation, if domestic registries.</td>
<td>No requirements in addition to Article 7.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Issuer + permanent reserve</td>
<td>Medium control of the validity of trades.</td>
<td>Opportunity cost (issuer) if unable to conduct valid trades due to the reserve.</td>
<td>All AAUs valid for compliance. Maybe less market access for sellers than under “annual retirement”.</td>
<td>Year-to-year variations in the reserve adds uncertainty on trading prospects for entities.</td>
<td>Same as above.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual surplus trading (post-verification)</td>
<td>Depends on restrictions on range of annual allocation of assigned amount.</td>
<td>Low transaction cost (automatic certification) Low opportunity cost if inadequate annual allocation.</td>
<td>All AAUs valid for compliance.</td>
<td>No major barrier to participation, if domestic registries.</td>
<td>Requires annual allocation of assigned amount, which can later be adjusted if necessary.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buyer + insurance</td>
<td>Possibly higher than under buyer beware, if insurance pool fully covers non-compliance.</td>
<td>Insurance cost imposed on buyer which may not be offset if insurance is not effective.</td>
<td>More liquid if insurance companies trade actively, or less if AAUs are locked up as a hedge against issued contracts.</td>
<td>Buyer beware and insurance requirements may make trading overly costly for entities.</td>
<td>Main issue is the availability of AAUs necessary for insurers to be able to cover risk. Low acceptability given the imposed additional cost.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. Conclusions & Future Work

Liability rules would define who bears the responsibility for transfers of AAUs by Parties which are not in compliance with their emission objectives at the end of the commitment period. As such, the chosen liability rule may be one of the key elements of the Kyoto Protocol that can minimise the risk of “invalid” transfers under IET. Other elements include:

- The eligibility criteria for participation to international emission trading. The establishment of national registries to monitor and track international trades by legal entities could be one such criterion, in addition to compliance with Articles 5 and 7 of the Protocol.
- Domestic compliance and enforcement mechanisms in Parties which allow their legal entities to participate in IET.
- The possibility of specific measures if a Party fails to comply with the rules for IET, or if it “over-sold” AAUs (e.g. suspension of the right to trade);
- The role of the review under Article 8 with respect to the Kyoto mechanisms, eligibility, and liability rules.

Assessing liability rules beyond the analysis given in this paper is therefore difficult, without an idea of what other measures may be taken on these other possible elements of the Kyoto Protocol.

No single liability rule assessed here can deliver all of the following desirable qualities: a strong guarantee against “overselling”; low transaction costs; market confidence and easy participation by legal entities. In short, putting liability on the issuer will create a homogenous market with low transaction costs, but no guarantee that IET will not be mis-used, absent a strong non-compliance regime. Buyer liability will create incentives for issuers to demonstrate compliance, and generate different ratings for AAUs depending on the issuer, but with reduced risks for the issuer if it is in non-compliance. Each rule would be likely to create very different markets.

The choice of a particular liability rule will also hinge on what kind of a trading system is anticipated by participants (widely open to legal entities with limited government control or a more heavy-handed intervention of governments who remain responsible for compliance with Article 3 commitments). The involvement of legal entities and the potential for entities’ compliance to be effectively assured at the domestic level with appropriate enforcement mechanisms could enhance Parties’ compliance. In the end, of course, compliance will depend on the ability of governments to control all sources and sinks, and not just those allowed to trade.

It may be desirable to extend the study towards the legal aspects of international risk management. Some lessons could be drawn from a review of default clauses in international contracts. This could also give some insights on the possible contractual arrangements between legal entities under an international emission trading regime.
5. Appendices

5.1 Appendix 1 -- Domino Effect under Buyer Liability

Table 7: Illustration of possible domino effect under buyer liability

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Party 1</th>
<th>Party 2</th>
<th>Party 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>assigned amount (AA)</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>issued AAUs (-)</td>
<td>-10</td>
<td>-5</td>
<td>-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bought AAUs (+)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>+10 (from Party 1)</td>
<td>+5 (from Party 2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>adjusted AA (AAA)</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>actual emissions</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>compliance before</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>buyer liability</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>adjusted assigned</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>amount after buyer</td>
<td>(90 + 10 sold AAUs)</td>
<td>(150 - 10 + 5)</td>
<td>(85 - 5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>liability</td>
<td>10 units sold to P2</td>
<td>10 units from P1</td>
<td>5 units from P2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art. 3 compliance</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>after full adjustment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>for buyer liability</td>
<td>emissions = AAA</td>
<td>emissions &gt; AAA</td>
<td>emissions &gt; AAA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Party 1 sold 10 units to Party 2, which lead Party 1 into non-compliance (for the sake of clarity, we suppose that all units sold by Party 1 are not surplus; although the same reasoning applies if only part of the trade is cancelled). This transfer of 10 units is invalidated, at the expense of Party 2. Party 1 has restored compliance, but Party 2 lost 10 units. Party 2 has also sold 5 units to Party 3. Because Party 2 is now in non-compliance, under buyer liability, it recovers the units sold to other Parties, here 5 units sold to Party 3. However, this is not enough to make up for the 10 lost units from Party 1. Party 2 is therefore also in non-compliance. So is Party 3, who acquired 5 units issued by Party 2, and must give them back under buyer liability rules.41

The likelihood of such a scenario may be low, as Parties will be either buyers or sellers, unless they are faced with dramatic changes in their emission levels in the course of the commitment period. But it cannot be ruled out completely, because legal entities may sell AAUs on the international market at a certain time, while the Party as a whole is a net seller over the commitment period.42 Parties and legal entities may also speculate on the value of AAUs, and buy and sell in large quantities throughout the commitment period.

41 The situation would be similar if Party 2 had not itself issued 5 units but, instead, re-sold 5 units from Party 1 to Party 3.

42 For instance, a domestic emission trading system where compliance is assessed annually may require domestic sources to acquire AAUs to comply with their annual target over two years out of five, while other sources,
5.2 Appendix 2 -- Illustration: Issuer Beware + Annual Retirement

The following example illustrates how the reserve may constrain a Party’s trading activity during the commitment period. For the sake of the illustration, we assume that Parties have agreed to a percentage equal to 80% of the annual assigned amount. The total emissions are only known at the end of the commitment period (see lower left-hand side cell).

Table 8: **Illustration of Annual Retirement Option**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Reserve in MtC</th>
<th>Net transfers of AAUs that year</th>
<th>Adjusted A.A. (must be higher than, or equal to, the reserve)</th>
<th>Tradeable AAUs (end of year)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>- 100</td>
<td>500 - 100 = 400</td>
<td>400 - 80 = 320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>- 10</td>
<td>400 - 10 = 390</td>
<td>390 - 160 = 230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>- 100</td>
<td>390 - 100 = 290</td>
<td>290 - 240 = 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>+ 30 *</td>
<td>290 + 30 = 320</td>
<td>320 - 320 = 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>+ 120 **</td>
<td>320 + 120 = 440</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* 30 AAUs acquired to have sufficient AAUs to meet the reserve constraint (adjusted assigned amount is equal to the reserve)
** 120 AAUs acquired to comply with adjusted assigned amount for the whole period.

In this example, we assume that the Party or its legal entities are heavily engaged in international emission trading. The Party transfers large quantities of AAUs in the first three years, more than it has reduced in the same period. The annual retirement option does not prevent the Party from doing so. It is only in 2011 that the Party must buy back 30 AAUs to maintain its reserve. In 2012, the Party acquires 120 AAUs to comply with its assigned amount. This last transaction is not imposed by the annual retirement reserve: it is necessary for the Party to comply with Article 3 commitments.

If we assume that the behaviour of the Party (and its legal entities) is unconstrained by the reserve in the first three years, the only opportunity cost for the Party is introduced by the obligation to buy back 30 AAUs in 2011. Without the reserve, the Party would be free to transfer more AAUs in 2011, but would need to buy as many more in 2012.

---

*not covered by the domestic system, emit less than anticipated over the period and allow the government to transfer AAUs on the international market.*
The result in terms of opportunity cost in our illustration is as follows. If a Party trades heavily, as illustrated above, and if the price of AAUs in 2012 is lower than earlier in the commitment period, there is an opportunity cost to the reserve. Indeed, the Party would have bought all needed AAUs in 2012, and not earlier. If it turns out that the price is higher in 2012, the obligation to buy back AAUs earlier in the period results in a net economic gain for that Party.

5.3 Appendix 3 -- Illustration: Issuer Beware + Permanent Reserve

In the illustration below, the Party is allowed to transfer as much as 30% of its total assigned amount in the first year, or 150 MtC (see column AAUs allowed for transfer), but transfers only 100. During 2009, it submits its inventory which shows its annual emission level to be only 60% of its initial assigned amount divided by five (what we have called annual assigned amount). Its reserve is therefore lowered to 60% of its initial assigned amount, or 300 MtC. As a result, it is allowed a total transfer of AAUs of 200. During the year 2011, its inventory for 2010 is produced, showing emissions of 65% of the annual assigned amount, and the reserve is increased accordingly, to 325. It must buy back 25 units to comply with the reserve.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assigned amount: 500 MtC</th>
<th>Default reserve percentage: 70%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Annual emissions</strong> (% of 1/5 AA)</td>
<td><strong>Reserve (use default reserve % until first inventory available)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200 8</td>
<td>60 = 60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200 9</td>
<td>60 = 60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>201 0</td>
<td>65 = 65%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>201 1</td>
<td>70 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>201 2</td>
<td>80 *</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* As Parties are supposed to comply with their adjusted assigned amount in 2012, the reserve rule would have no more use in 2012.

5.4 Appendix 4 -- Buyer Beware and Futures Contracts

A trade under buyer liability bears striking resemblance with a standard futures commodity contract. The buyer acquires AAUs that will only become available (i.e. valid for compliance) sometime in the future, after the inventory of the issuing Party has been reconciled with its adjusted assigned amount.

**Definition of a futures contract:** a legal agreement between a buyer (seller) and an established exchange or its clearing house in which the buyer (seller) agrees to take (make) delivery of something at a specified price at the end of a designated period of time.

How is seller default handled under a futures contract? A futures contract is a combination of two contracts, where the exchange acts as the buyer to the seller, and as the seller to the buyer. If the seller defaults, the exchange must deliver the product to the buyer, and undertakes legal action against the seller.
The seller can eventually be barred from trading on the exchange. In effect, the exchange plays the role of the insurance company. To be able to do so, it collects fees from traders who want access to its services.

What lessons can we draw from futures contracts to a GHG emission trading system? In futures contract, the exchange makes up for any default on the side of the seller. Under international GHG trading, some entity would be needed to play that role, and to provide the buyer with the necessary AAUs. As an equivalent to the entrance fee of an exchange, this entity would need to collect AAUs from Parties wishing to participate to international GHG emission trading. Like an exchange, it would need to apply certain criteria before it allows Parties to engage in trading, precisely to assure that they can deliver what they promise. It is conceivable that private actors (existing exchanges) would be willing to play that role under a pure “buyer beware” system, against a fee.

We do not discuss the option of an international reserve, as it is beyond the scope of this paper, but it may be a useful approach to complement liability rules. Note also that the private sector may offer such a service to guarantee the validity of traded AAUs under a buyer liability regime, provided the market is expected to be liquid enough to deliver the necessary units in case of default, or that participants to the exchange are first checked for compliance.
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